Commonly, the transition into the superconducting state occurs in metals at a critical temperature *T~c~* from a normal phase that can be characterized by a well defined Fermi surface (FS). The high-transition-temperature (HT~c~) cuprates dramatically deviate from the properties of the ordinary Fermi liquid (FL) in metals in that the pseudogap (PG) phase precedes the onset of superconductivity. ARPES reveals coherent excitations only within the so-called "Fermi arcs"[@b1][@b2] (FAs). Another spectrum branch - small electronic pocket - manifests itself in quantum oscillations[@b3][@b4][@b5] (QOs). But ARPES is unavailable as yet for every material, while QOs are observable only at low temperatures. Therefore the nature of the pocket and its very existence at other temperatures has been debated for a long time[@b3][@b4][@b5][@b6][@b7]. With the tendency to a charge order (CO) transition revealed in the recent X-rays experiments[@b8][@b9][@b10][@b11], the view currently prevailing in the literature is that the pocket appears as the result of Fermi surface reconstruction[@b6][@b7][@b12][@b13][@b14][@b15] at a CO transition. We show that at doped hole concentrations *x* \> 0.08--0.10 the experimental Hall coefficient identifies the pocket as a *permanent* feature, in contrast to the idea of FS reconstruction at the charge ordering phase transition.

Recently it was found[@b16] that below a temperature *T*\*\*(*x*) (*T~S~* \< *T* \< *T*\*\*(*x*) \< *T*\*(*x*) with *T*\* and *T~S~* being the PG and superconducting transition temperatures respectively) in the phase diagram of underdoped (UD) cuprates there exists a broad region in temperature and doping level in which resistivity displays a quadratic temperature dependence similar to that in a Fermi liquid. We prove that such a Fermi liquid-like charge transport regime is an ubiquitous feature of the pseudogap phase of UD YBCO, LSCO and Hg1201 in which the Fermi arc carriers play the important role. This opens a new avenue for studying the energy spectrum of excitations in cuprates. Below we determine the *bulk* *microscopic* characteristics of UD cuprates from the experimental data of resistivity and Hall coefficient. (The Fermi arcs in YBCO and Hg1201 were independently detected in the recent ARPES experiments[@b17][@b18]).

In that follows, we initially consider the limit of low dopant concentration; as we demonstrate, in this regime the coherent excitations on the Fermi arcs (FAs) represent the only branch (hole-like) of the excitation spectrum in the conduction network of UD cuprates.

Among the three UD cuprates, Hg1201, YBCO and LCSO the most detailed information is available for LSCO[@b19][@b20]; these data were used in most plots below. For the two other UD cuprates, Hg1201 and YBCO, experimental data are scattered over the literature and results vary from not being obtained on one and the same crystalline sample. Low field data on the transverse magneto-resistance were recently published for Hg1201[@b21].

In general, we find the good agreement between results from all three the cuprate families supporting thereby the idea that their unordinary properties originate from one and the same structural element- the CuO~2~ plane.

As mentioned above, there is no consensus as yet between different groups concerning the origin of small pockets (and even of their number). (Note in passing, however, that the specific heat data at low temperatures[@b4] give support to only one electron pocket). The outstanding question is whether the pocket(s) is a mere band feature or is formed at a FS reconstruction in the process of a hypothetic phase transition[@b6][@b7][@b12][@b13][@b14][@b15]. Therefore the above analysis was repeated in more details at higher concentration, this time assuming for the system a two-component spectrum comprised of "holes" on the Fermi arcs and a small electron pocket coexisting on equal footing. It turned out that the electron pocket manifests itself for the first time at hole concentrations *p* ≥ 0.08--0.10 and then becomes present in the PG phase *at all* temperatures.

It is shown below that this result is consistent with the temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient in YBCO and Hg1201[@b13][@b14] at low temperatures (and in the high magnetic field). The role of electron pocket is further discussed in the light of recent experiments revealing the onset of a charge density order at low temperatures[@b8][@b9][@b10][@b11][@b12].

Results
=======

Fermi-liquid-like resistivity regime
------------------------------------

Quadratic *T*-dependences for the resistivity and cot(*θ~H~*) (here *θ~H~* is the so-called Hall angle) were known for a long time but could not be consistently explained in terms of a large Fermi surface[@b22] (see [Supplementary information SI1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The analysis below unambiguously relates the FL-like regime with the carriers (holes) on FAs.

The theoretical model for the FA carriers was introduced in Ref. [@b23]. The parameters in the theoretical expressions for the resistivity and for the Hall coefficient *R~H~* = 1/\|*e*\|*cn~eff~* \> 0 are defined as follows.

The effective number of carriers *n~eff~* is . At low hole concentrations and for the isotropic "bare" energy spectrum Δ*φp~F~* is the arc\'s length. Here *c* is the lattice constant in the direction perpendicular to the CuO~2~-plane; *s*-the number of conducting layers (see [Supplementary information SI2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In the scattering rate the first term stands for scattering on defects; accounts for the inelastic Umklapp processes, *V*(1; 2) \~ 1 is a dimensionless matrix element for the short-range electron-electron interactions; *m*\* = *Z*^−1^*m* is the renormalized band mass, *Z* the residue factor at the pole of the Green function; is the Fermi energy; in \[(*K*/4*p~F~*)−1\] is the Umklapp vector (see Ref. [@b6] and [Supplementary information SI2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). *All* these parameters can be measured; in particular, the plots in [Fig.1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} used the data from Refs. [@b19], [@b20]. The factor *T*^2^ in the theoretical expression for 1/*τ~FA~*(*T*) gives the experimentally observed *T*^2^- resistivity (in the clean limit or at higher temperatures, see below).

The Fermi arcs at the nodal points in the energy spectrum in UD cuprates are shown schematically in [Fig.1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"} (insert); experimentally the Fermi arcs are known to be not far from the four nodal points (±*π*/2, ±*π*/2) and centered on the two diagonals of the tetragonal BZ.

With the mechanism underlying the anti-nodal gaps being still far from understood, the notion of the FAs remains a *phenomenological concept*. In particular, it suggests that all the doped holes go to FAs, an assumption confirmed by proportionality of the Fermi arc length to the dopant concentration *x* ([Fig. 1a,b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}).

In [Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"} the value of Δ*φ*/\|*V*(1; 2)\| at small *x* is superimposed on Δ*φ*(*x*) derived from Hall coefficient data *R~H~*(*x*,*T*) \> 0[@b19][@b20]. The procedure allowed determining the matrix element \|*V*(1,2)\| = 0.63. The value (*K*/4*p~F~*)−1 is known experimentally[@b2]. The square root varies insignificantly between 1/4 \~ 1/2. Correspondingly, in the following 1/τ~FA~(T) = *AT*^2^/Δ*φε*~F~ with *A* between 1.5 -- 0.8 can be used as a reasonable estimate at *all* concentrations. Substituting m\* = 4*m*~0~ for the effective mass in LSCO[@b24] and one finds *ε*~F~ = 3000 K.

The values of Δ*φ*(*x*) deduced from the Hall measurements for YBCO[@b25] at first fall on the same line. Stars correspond to Δ*φ*(*x*) for Hg1201 (*x* = 0.075[@b16]). (Numbers for the effective density of carriers were obtained from *R~H~*(*x*, *T*~+~)[@b20] taken at a temperature *T*~+~ slightly above the temperature of superconducting transition *T~c~*(*x*)).

The quadratic *T*- dependence of 1/*τ~FA~*(*T*) for Hg1201 in [Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"} was confirmed by our re-plotting the data[@b21] making use of the theoretical expression: for the magnetoresistivity (see [Supplementary information SI2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

At higher temperatures the resistivity behavior may deviate from the *T*^2^ dependence. Plotted in [Fig. 1d](#f1){ref-type="fig"} is the experimental resistivity multiplied by the number of carriers calculated from the Hall coefficient data[@b20]; in the Boltzmann approach the product is proportional to the inverse relaxation time. One finds that the *T*^2^ dependence is preserved even at temperatures higher than *T*\*\*(*x*): the concept of FAs actually remains applicable even at temperatures close to the PG temperature *T*\*(*x*)[@b22].

The inverse residual resistivity for LSCO is plotted in [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. Note that, in view of the strong tendency in this material to localization at lower concentrations, the proportionality of this contribution to the total conductivity to the number of dopants\' is by itself a non-trivial fact. (One can think of this characteristic as of "conductivity of the mobile charge carriers").

Thus the whole body of experimental data on the transport properties of UD cuprates at temperatures *T* \> 100 *K* can be accounted for in terms of only one charge component, namely of the holes on FAs. There are however some experimental features at the *same* temperatures that do not allow fully excluding the existence of an electron pocket in the PG phase, as discussed in the next section.

Concentration dependence of the Hall coefficient and the electron pocket
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Common to all three families of cuprates is some irregular dependence on the hole concentration of several characteristics at the two compositions: *x*~1*c*~ ≈ 0.08 and *x*~2*c*~ ≈ 0.12. Compare, for instance, the *x*- dependence e.g. of *H~c~*~2~ and *T~S~*[@b26] and the concentration dependence of the parameters shown in [Figs. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. (See e. g. [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"} for the inverse residual resistivity). From the (*T*, *x*)-phase diagram in [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"} one sees that the interval of the FL-like regime in UD cuprates shrinks towards the same concentrations: *x*~1*c*~ ≈ 0.08 and *x*~2*c*~ ≈ 0.12. Regarding *x*~2*c*~ ≈ 0.12, the consensus in the literature is Refs. [@b8], [@b9], [@b12] that at this concentration the tendency in UD cuprates to a charge ordering (CO) becomes important.

We argue that the deviations in [Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"} of Δ*φ*(*x*) from its initial linear *x* - dependence as seen in the Hall coefficient for LSCO together with other features at *x*~1*c*~ ≈ 0.08 signify exactly the same physics as in the experiments[@b13] on QOs in UD YBCO, namely the first occurrence of the electron pocket in LSCO at *x*~1*c*~ ≈ 0.08. (Why the linear in *x* dependence of Δ*φ*(*x*) obtained from the resistivity may continue to be seen at higher concentration will be discussed later).

Activation temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient
---------------------------------------------------------

The Hall numbers for LSCO[@b19][@b20] have been parametrized in Refs. [@b27], [@b28] using: Here the numbers *n~Hall~*(*x*) and hence *n*~0~(*x*), *n*~1~ are defined per unit cell, where *Δ*(*x*) is the activation energy. (Observe in the [Supplementary information SI3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} how well such a decomposition satisfies the data[@b20]). [Eq. (1)](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"} unambiguously defines the term *n*~0~(*x*) at the temperatures *much higher* than the CO temperature *T~co~*. Deviations *n*~0~(*x*) from the expected linearity *n*~0~(*x*) = *x* become noticeable in the Hall coefficient *already at room temperatures* (see in [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"} *R~H~*(*T*) plotted for *x* = 0.12).

The apparent similarity in [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"} between these *experimental* features in *n*~0~(*x*) for LSCO and YBCO at *x* \> 0.08--0.1 calls to mind the *low temperatures* experiments[@b13] in which the Hall coefficient in YBCO for the first time becomes negative, remarkably at the *same concentration x* ≈ 0.08. (At 30--50 K the Hall Effect is defined in magnetic fields strong enough to destroy superconductivity[@b13]).

Hall coefficient for the interacting electrons and holes
--------------------------------------------------------

For a system with *only one* type of carrier such increase of *n*~0~(*x*) in [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"} following from the positive Hall coefficient *R~H~*(*T*, *x*)\>0 may signify nothing but an increase in the number of holes. That is not so if holes on FAs were interacting with a *small* pocket of electrons (see [Supplementary information SI2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"})[@b29].

Notably, the results for resistivity and the Hall coefficient would depend on the position of the pocket in the BZ. In most publications[@b6][@b7][@b12][@b13][@b14] devoted to the reconstruction of the FS in some hypothetical phase transition the pocket is presumed to form in a vicinity of FAs and, hence, would contribute to the resistivity via electron-electron umklapp processes.

Superconductivity according to recent X-ray experiments suppresses the charge ordering[@b8], thereby destroying such a pocket below *T~S~*, the temperature of the superconducting transition. As mentioned above, this would be in contradiction to the low temperature specific heat data for *ortho-II* YBCO6.54[@b4] that electrons in the pocket in the superconducting phase remain in the *normal state* down to 5 K. (As shown in Ref. [@b30], for that the pocket must lie away from the Fermi arcs and at a position in the BZ of the high symmetry. This suggests one small electronic pocket at the Γ -point. (Unfortunately ARPES data along cuts crossing the Γ-point suffer from strong suppression of the photoemission intensity at the center of the BZ due to matrix element effects and can be hugely distorted, complicating the correct determination of the real dispersion[@b31]).

Parameters of the pocket are known from the frequency of QOs. The Fermi momentum is small *p~F~e~~*≪ *p~F~*, and in the clean limit (i.e. at higher temperatures at which the role of defects becomes negligible) electrons cannot transfer their momentum to the lattice but have to follow carriers on FAs. That is, interactions bind holes and electrons together into a complex system. The corresponding parameter for relaxation between the two interacting sub-systems of electrons and holes 1/*τ~eh~* was estimated in Ref. [@b29]; 1/*τ~eh~* is also proportional to *T*^2^ and of order of magnitude close to 1/*τ~FA~*(*T*).

With the number of electrons small compared to the theoretical expressions for the conductivity *σ* and the Hall coefficient, become simpler (see [Supplementary information SI2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the limit *n~e~* ≪ *n~eff~*, and Here . The correction to the Hall numbers in (3) would become *positive* at , simulating thereby the seeming "increase" in number of holes in [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}.

From data[@b5] on QOs at *x* ≈ 0.1 one obtains for YBCO *n~e~*/*S~BZ~* ≈ 0.036 (*m~e~/m\* = 0.5*, *S~BZ~* is the area of BZ). Correspondingly, the electronic fraction in (3) is: *n*~0*e*~ ≈ (*n~e~*/*S~BZ~*)\[(*κ* + 1/2)^2^ − 5/4)\]. Taking the value ≈0.02 for the characteristic deviation in [Fig.3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"} leads to the estimate for *κ* = 0.84. The relative contribution of the pocket into conductivity [Eq. (2)](#m2){ref-type="disp-formula"} turns out to be rather small (\~0.15) and not noticeable within the experimental accuracy[@b19][@b20]. That agrees with the observed linear dependence of Δ*φ*(*x*) on *x* in [Fig.1a,b](#f1){ref-type="fig"} at concentrations *x* \> 0.08).

The arguments above show the electronic pocket as a ubiquitous feature of the energy spectrum of UD cuprates in the PG phase above *x~th~* = 0.08 -- 0.10. Note that the existence of such threshold in the doping dependence suggests also possible structural changes in the system at these concentrations that may occur at inserting foreign atoms into the inter-plane "reservoir" blocks.

Tendency to the charge density wave order
-----------------------------------------

The electron pocket having been established as a robust feature at least in such cuprates as LSCO and YBCO, there is a further inconsistency concerning its origin due to the FS reconstruction as suggested in Refs. [@b6], [@b7], [@b12], [@b13], [@b14]. Indeed, it is unclear firstly *when* in particular such reconstruction would take place: at *T~co,onset~*, the onset temperature of the CO *fluctuations*, or at *T~CO~*, the CO transition temperature. In fact, a quasi-static CDW order for YBCO6.54 sets in at *T~CO~* ≈ 55 *K*, while *T~co,onset~* ≈ 155 *K*[@b10][@b11][@b12][@b32]. Further, the Hall coefficients in YBCO and Hg1201 change sign at ≈ 25--30 *K* and ≈ 15 *K* respectively, starting to decrease already at *T* ≈ 100 *K*[@b14].

In our discussion of the Hall coefficient in the CO phase below, we assume the pocket to already exist at temperatures much higher *T~CO~* ≈ 55 *K*.

We now draw attention to the fact that the mobility of electrons in the CO phase is actually known *experimentally*. From the value of the Dingle temperature in *ortho II* YBCO, *T~D~ = 6 K*, for the pocket[@b4] it follows that 1/*τ~e~ = 2πT~D~ = 30 K*. Value of 1/*τ~eh~* ≈ 1/*τ~FA~*(*T*) ≈ *T*^2^/Δ*φε~F~* at temperatures below ≈ 50 *K* is less then 1/*τ~e~* (Δ*φ* ≤ 0.1, see [Fig.(1a,b)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The two sub-systems thus are decoupled already at *T* \~ *T~CO~* ≈ 55 *K*. The Hall coefficient acquires the familiar form for the system of the two *independent* carriers:Thus, with 1/*τ~e,imp~* \~ 30−36 *K* in [Eq. (4)](#m4){ref-type="disp-formula"} any further drop of *R~H~*(*T*) \< 0 with the temperature decrease can only come from a decrease of the mobility of the positive carriers (holes on FAs). (*R~H~*(*T*~0~) = 0 defines the temperature *T*~0~[@b13]).

The inverse relaxation time for holes increases as carriers on the Fermi arcs scatter on growing fluctuations of the incommensurate (IC) charge density wave (CDW). The CDW vector having atomic size[@b8][@b9][@b10][@b11], the momentum transfer on scattering of the FAs excitations on a CDW with a short wavelength is large. (For electrons for which *p~Fe~* ≪ *Q* \~ *p~F~*, such a rapidly oscillating CDW potential averages out, but all relevant contributions into the inverse scattering time are already included in the experimentally known value 1/*τ~e,imp~* ≈ 30 *K*).

To be specific, let be the matrix element for scattering of a hole on the FAs with a momentum by the CDW with parameter *n*(*T*) (assuming uni-axial CDW). The inverse relaxation rate for holes scattering by CDW fluctuations 1/*τ~FA,CDW~* was calculated in Ref. [@b33]: In [Eq. (5)](#m5){ref-type="disp-formula"} *n*(*T*) is in dimensionless units , *U*~0~ is a typical energy scale for cuprates (\~1 eV).

In the expression (5) for the relaxation rate the coherence length *ξ*(*T*) is large, *ξ* ≫ *a*, so that the smallness of is compensated by the factor (*ξp~F~*/Δ*φ*) \~ 10^3^ at *ξp~F~* \~ 10^2^, Δ*φ* \~ 0.1. As all characteristic energies for cuprates in (5) are \~1 *eV*, the value of 1/*τ~FA,CDW~* is of the order of a few hundred Kelvin, i.e. is much larger 1/*τ~e~*. So up to the moment of the CO phase transition (in YBCO6.54 at the temperature *T~CO~* \~ 50 K) the FA carriers do not contribute significantly to any transport characteristic leaving electrons below *T~CO~* as the only mobile carriers. [Eq.(4)](#m4){ref-type="disp-formula"} is applicable below *T~CO~* as well, because due to disorder the CO parameter remains short-ranged even in the CO phase (see e.g. in Ref. [@b34]).

Discussion
==========

In brief, the logical steps in the above argument are as follows. As pointed out in Introduction, no consensus yet exists concerning many of the enigmatic properties of the pseudogap phase (PG) which directly concerns the spectrum of the elementary excitations in UD cuprates. ARPES should allow immediate access to the PG energy spectrum, but in real materials the technique suffers from serious limitations. Among the most remarkable ARPES results is the observation of coherent excitations only on *disconnected* parts of the Fermi surface. The latter are known as Fermi arcs[@b1][@b17][@b18]. If a fundamental feature, the Fermi arcs should be present in all cuprates. To confirm this expectation, the supposition is made that the quadratic dependence of resistivity on temperature in the PG phase defines the unique Fermi liquid-like regime in UD cuprates. The regime is shown to follow from the presence of the Fermi arcs in the energy spectrum of the system and is an important feature common to all UD cuprates in the PG phase.

The basic *microscopic* parameters of the PG phase are determined from properties such as the conductivity and the Hall coefficient. In particular, the entire body of experimental data on transport properties of UD cuprates (with *x* \< 0.08) in [Figs.1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} at temperatures *T* \> 100 *K* are well accounted for in terms of mobile holes on the Fermi arcs, confirming thereby their role as the only charged excitations participating in the kinetics. At higher dopant concentration our analysis shows that the energy spectrum of UD cuprates consists of holes on FAs and of a single electron pocket at the -point,

This second branch of the spectrum, the electronic pocket, was first discovered in 2007 via observation of quantum oscillations (QOs) in the Hall coefficient[@b3]. QOs are studied in high magnetic fields and experimentally can be observed *only at low* enough temperatures. Therefore it became common in the literature to view this branch in the spectrum of UD cuprates as a low- temperature feature. In this scenario the electron pocket is predicted to appear due to the Fermi surface reconstruction at the temperature *T~CO~* of the CO phase transition (in YBCO \~ 50 K). However this is not true: the experimental features in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} at higher dopant concentrations demonstrate the presence of the electron pocket in the entire Fermi-liquid --like regime of the PG phase.

By itself, the FS reconstruction scenario does not specify when exactly such reconstruction must take place. According to Ref. [@b14], the negative contributions from the pocket start to decrease the Hall and Seebeck coefficients already at temperatures \> 100 K. [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows the signature of the electronic pocket at even higher temperatures (see [Supplementary information SI3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Regarding the suggested reconstruction of the FS at the CO phase transition in Refs. [@b6], [@b7], [@b12], [@b13], [@b14], [@b15], note in passing that a "diamond-shaped" pocket (see in Ref. [@b15]) could be feasible theoretically only for a charge density wave with a *two-directional* structural vector. As we argue above, the experimental behavior of the Hall Effect in the CO phase can be well-understood assuming a *uni-axial* charge density wave. The actual structure of the CO phase in YBCO is not yet resolved in X-ray experiments[@b9].

The residual metallic specific heat contribution from the pocket deep in the superconducting phase of YBCO[@b4] appears as the most decisive argument against the Fermi reconstruction scenario. Such behavior is not an isolated fact: the residual Sommerfeld coefficient is non-zero also in Hg1201, although there is a higher degree of uncertainty in its value (J. Kemper; private communication).

To summarize: The main results of the manuscript are as follows. At low doping level analysis of resistivity and the Hall coefficient identify the coherent excitations on the Fermi arcs as the only charge carriers (holes) in the system. At higher doping level deviation of the Hall numbers in LSCO and YBCO from proportionality to dopants concentration finds a natural explanation as due to the contribution from a small pocket of electrons *dragged* by holes on the Fermi arcs. On lowering temperature the Fermi arc carriers scatter strongly by fluctuations of incommensurable charge density waves, their mobility rapidly decreases and the contribution of holes to the transport properties gives way to that of electrons on the pocket.
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![Carriers on the Fermi arcs in the conduction network of UD cuprates from the experimental transport data.\
(a). The arc length divided by the matrix element Δ*φ*/*V*(1; 2) as function of doping (from the resistivity data[@b19][@b20]). Proportionality of the Fermi arcs\' length to the dopants\' concentration *x* implies that all doped holes go to FAs. Insert: The dashed circles show schematically the "bare" Fermi surface of UD cuprates; the thick "patches" represent the Fermi arcs. At the tetragonal symmetry the latter are centered not far from the four points (±*π*/2, ±*π*/2) in the Brillouin zone (BZ).The electronic pockets not shown. Arrows show Umklapp processes for scattering of the two holes between the different Fermi arcs that could contribute into resistivity. (b). The value of Δ*φ*/\|*V*(1,2)\| from the resistivity at small *x* superimposed on Δ*φ*(*x*) derived from the Hall coefficient *R~H~*(*x*, *T*)\>0. The procedure allows determining the value of the renormalized electron coupling \|*V*(1;2)\| ≈ 0.63. Doping dependence of Δ*φ*(*x*) for YBCO from the Hall measurements[@b25] is also shown (diamonds). Star corresponds to Δ*φ*(*T*) for Hg1201 at *x* = 0.075[@b14]. Note again proportionality of Δ*φ*(*x*) to the concentration at small *x*, this time obtained using the Hall data. (The line is guide for eyes). (c). The *T*^2^ dependence of the scattering rate for holes on the arc in the Hg1201 (re-plotted from magnetotransport data[@b21]). (d). Resistivity multiplied by *n*~Hall~(*T, x*) plotted against *T*^2^ for LSCO at several *x* (deduced from Ref. [@b20]). (The product is proportional to the inverse relaxation time). The *T*^2^ dependence is preserved at temperatures even higher than *T*\*\*(*x*); that is, the FAs concept is applicable at temperatures close to the PG temperature *T*\*(*x*)[@b22].](srep08524-f1){#f1}

![Irregularities at the two concentrations .\
(a). Plotted is the inverse residual resistivity ("conductivity of mobile charges") for LSCO; its proportionality to the dopant concentration is a non-trivial result because of the well-known tendency to localization at lower concentrations in this material. (b). The generic (*T*, *x*)-phase diagram. The FL-like regime in UD cuprates shrinks towards concentrations: *x*~1*c*~ ≈ 0.08 and *x*~2*c*~ ≈ 0.12. (To the experimental accuracy, *T*\*(*x*), the PG temperature falls between the dashed- and the dot-dashed lines). Open symbols mark the upper boundary of the *ρ*∝*T*^2^ regime, *T*\*\*(*x*). Correspondingly, the filled symbols stand for the lower boundary (all lines are guides for eye).](srep08524-f2){#f2}

![The temperature independent term *n*~0~(*x*) in [Eq.(1)](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"}.\
(a). Deviations from the dashed straight line *n*~0~ = *x* line for *x* \> 0.08 in the effective carrier number *n*~0~(*x*) for LSCO and YBCO (according to the data of Refs. [@b13], [@b20], [@b25]). Unlike the case for LSCO[@b20], for YBCO the hole number at the nominal oxygen content comes from different groups Ref. [@b13] and Ref. [@b25]. (b). Fitting of the Hall coefficient temperature dependence [Eq. (1)](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"} to the experimental data[@b19][@b20] for LSCO with doping level *x* = 0.12. The continuous line corresponds to *n*~0~ as the fitting parameter. The dashed line -- to the [Eq. (1)](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"} with *n*~0~ fixed (*n*~0~ = *x* ≡ 0.12). The pronounced divergence of these curves at lower temperatures, starting at 350 K, is due to emergence of the electronic contribution. (See text below [Eq. (3)](#m3){ref-type="disp-formula"}).](srep08524-f3){#f3}
